What To Give The Bride or Graduate!

Oh, it's an easy matter to decide if you will make a trip to Sam Levy's.

There is new fresh stuff for HIM here, or maybe she would like a few curatins.

Then, of course, we have hundreds of dainties presents for her personal use, that are sure to please the heart of every June bride.

Have you a boy or girl graduate?

Show your friendship by acknowledging her success by a well chosen gift from the store.
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In this town has a swell club house with lots of talk and I betoba our women making the dirt fly

Levy give himself away for being as cts and puts 10 cts there and

Dave Hughey's. Carson St., Torrance

Don't blame you folk for being good our side sit tight on a long-time.

"To hold that true friends demand nothing of one another, and that all their claims are met by the sympathy of a candid heart, to the spirit of Rotarv, and in violation of the Code of Ethics.

"To consider no personal success legitimate unless any which average a well chosen number of personal attributes in

But Mr. and Mrs. Parker are happy
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TOWN ALKIE

Just for Fun

By RABBY
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The BUS. MGR.
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